Required Internship Textbooks


- A medical nutrition therapy textbook to reference during rotations. Any of the following are acceptable:

- A community or public health nutrition textbook to reference during rotations. Any of the following are acceptable:

- A food service systems management textbook to reference during rotations.

Suggested Internship Textbooks

The following books/manuals may be helpful during the internship. Questions from the comprehensive exams in Clinical Nutrition, Foodservice Management, and Community Nutrition will come from these books and/or others like it. If you have comparable textbooks or alternate editions of the books from your DPD program you may use them instead.

**Clinical:**

  - $25 AND members for e-book or print versions

  - $27 AND members for e-book and print versions


**Food Service Management:**


**Community Nutrition:**

- Nutrition Care Manual & Pediatric Nutrition Care Manual (online diet manual). *(same as suggested for Clinical)*